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VCP Introduction

The Virtual Control Panel (VCP) allows the user to use a mouse and/or a touch screen monitor to activate the CNC control 
operator interface panel. The VCP previous to Acorn v4.5 was not easily user customizable. The new VCP (version 2.0) is 
an all new piece of software and has been designed from the ground up with the intention to allow Users, Rebuilders and 
OEM alike a simple way to change the look, feel and function of the Virtual Control Panel. 
 
CNC12 will automatically install the default Centroid VCP skin, see below.  Users can simply use the default VCP “as is” 
and then most everything in this document will not apply to them.  If you wish to modify the default VCP buttons then read 
on this Users Manual will show you how to edit the VCP skin for customization of the VCP to meet  the requirements of a 
special application or simply to suit the users taste. 

Acorn Default Mill VCP layout Acorn Default Lathe Front Mount Tooling  VCP layout
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The majority of the VCP buttons are laid out in a even repeating grid pattern which is used to identify the button location.
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Row 10

This grid is used to identify the location of 
the buttons on the VCP layout skin.  For 
instance, the Cycle Start button is located 
on Row 10 and Column 6, the X positive 
jog key is located on Row 8 Column 5, the 
Park button is Row 2 Column 6, etc... All the 
locations on the grid are complete open for 
use with any button and function. 
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VCP user editable files

The Virtual Control Panel (VCP) buttons can be user edited to display new graphics or perform a different functionality. 
This is done mainly through a set pf .XML files and .SVG image files for the graphics. 

The VCP reads several Extensible Markup Language (XML) files that define the VCP layout, look and feel.  These XML 
files are both machine readable, user editable and simple to understand. (There is also a wealth of information on XML file 
formatting and rules on the Internet.)

The Acorn Mill Centroid Default VCP skin seen on page 2 is primarily defined by two XML files:

1.) The Acorn VCP skin XML file used located in the c:\cncm\resources\vcp\skins folder  
 and in this example is called:  acorn_mill_vcp_skin.VCP 

2.) The Individual Button XML files located in c:\cncm\resources\vcp\Buttons\name of button folder
 The button XML files are typically named the same as the button itself. For example, the Cycle Start button is   
 located in the folder:   c:\cncm\resources\vcp\Buttons\cycle_start  and is called cycle_start.XML

You can have any number of VCP Skins.   
The VCP is told which skin to use with the options.xml file located in the c:\cncm\resources\vcp\ folder
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Make your first VCP customization: How to move a button

One of the simplest VCP customizations is to move a button to a different location on the VCP. So lets move the Cycle 
Start button from its default location to the empty space just to the left of the Cycle Cancel button.

Make a copy of acorn_mill_vcp_skin.VCP ,   something like....    acorn_mill_vcp_skin_backup.VCP

Open acorn_mill_vcp_skin.VCP  using Notepad++ (https://notepad-plus-plus.org/)  
Scroll down to the line with the Cycle Start button on it. (it is the next to last line in the Acorn Mill default skin)
Here are the six lines of the file. The highlighted line is the line that defines the cycle start button location.  
 Row 10, Column 6. 

<button row=”9” column=”6”>z_negative</button>
 <button row=”10” column=”2”>cycle_cancel</button>
 <button row=”10” column=”3”>single_block</button>
 <button row=”10” column=”4”>tool_check</button>
 <button row=”10” column=”5”>feed_hold</button>
 <button row=”10” column=”6”>cycle_start</button>
</vcp_skin>
 
Now looking at the grid layout on page 3 determine the desired new button position, in this example the new button loca-
tion is the space to the left of Cycle Cancel: Row 10, Column 1. Now edit button row line for cycle_start to match the new 
position change the column value from 6 to 1.

<button row=”9” column=”6”>z_negative</button>
 <button row=”10” column=”2”>cycle_cancel</button>
 <button row=”10” column=”3”>single_block</button>
 <button row=”10” column=”4”>tool_check</button>
 <button row=”10” column=”5”>feed_hold</button>
 <button row=”10” column=”1”>cycle_start</button>
</vcp_skin>

File, Save, Close CNC12 if it was open, wait a few seconds and then restart CNC12 to see the changes.
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How to delete buttons:

Cycle Start button has now been moved to Row 10, Column 1. 
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Deleting a button is just as simple as moving one. Open the acorn_mill_skin.vcp file and locate the button(s) to be delet-
ed.  In this example we will delete both the 4th axis + and the 4th axis - buttons.  
Delete the lines highlighted in yellow  below. 

 <button row=”6” column=”5”>x100</button>
 <button row=”6” column=”6”>mpg</button>
 <button row=”7” column=”2”>4th_positive</button>
 <button row=”7” column=”4”>y_positive</button>
 <button row=”7” column=”6”>z_positive</button>
 <button row=”8” column=”3”>x_negative</button>
 <button row=”8” column=”4”>tortoise_hare</button>
 <button row=”8” column=”5”>x_positive</button>
 <button row=”9” column=”2”>4th_negative</button>
 <button row=”9” column=”4”>y_negative</button>
 <button row=”9” column=”6”>z_negative</button>
 <button row=”10” column=”2”>cycle_cancel</button>
 <button row=”10” column=”3”>single_block</button>
 <button row=”10” column=”4”>tool_check</button>
 <button row=”10” column=”5”>feed_hold</button>
 <button row=”10” column=”6”>cycle_start</button>
</vcp_skin>

File, Save and restart CNC12 to see the changes. 
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Button Graphics

Button Graphics are located in the ‘c:\cncm\resources\vcp\Buttons\’  directory.
Each button has its own folder. For example the X axis positive jog button files are located in the “x_positive” folder here.
‘c:\cncm\resources\vcp\Buttons\x_positive’

Open the x_positive folder and you will find two files: 1.) x_positive.SVG  and   2.)  x_positive.XML
x_positive.SVG is the graphics file used for the X axis Positive Jog button that you see on the screen.

Any browser can be used to view a .SVG file.  So, if you’d like to view one of the button graphics in the button folder sim-
ply right click on it and use “Open” or “Open with” and pick the browser of your choice to view the .SVG image. 
x_positive.SVG looks like this: 

Why SVG?

“SVG” stands for “Scalable Vector Graphics”, SVG is an open standard Extensible Markup Language based VECTOR 
graphic format which is widely adopted and supported, all modern web browsers can render SVG – and most vector 
drawing programs export it. Centroid chose this format for a number of reasons. 1.) It scales with NO resolution loss. 2.) It 
is lightweight which keeps the VCP running smooth and reliable.  3.) The format meets the demands of scalability, respon-
siveness, interactivity, programmability, performance, and accessibility. 4.) SVG’s are easy to create and modify. 5.) SVG 
has a large Online support community with many DIY How-To videos and web pages on how to create SVG files.  

SVG documents are nothing more than simple plain text files that describe lines, curves, shapes, colors, and text. The 
SVG format is human and machine readable, easily understood and modified, SVG code can be manipulated via graphics 
programs such as Adobe Illustrator, Corel Draw or InkScape (a free open source software https://inkscape.org/). All of the 
Centroid supplied SVG images can be opened and edited using Inkscape (or even some basic document editing software 
like Libre Office Draw and a few Microsoft programs).  Inkscape is an open source vector editor that uses SVG as its 
native format. It can read and write SVG flawlessly. The InkScape user interface is not as polished as some other higher 
priced solutions, but once learned, Inkscape is a very powerful tool. It is also totally free and actively developed, so we 
recommend InkScape highly to create trouble free SVG files for the VCP.

See this video.. “How to edit VCP button graphics with InkScape” for more detailed instruction on how to use Ink-
Scape to edit an existing button graphics or create an all new button graphic. 
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Changing the Button Graphics

Lets say we want to change the Jog button graphics to suit our taste and instead of the classic safety yellow background 
with black text we would like a black background and white text. To do this....

Navigate to the x_positive jog button folder and make a backup copy of x_positive.svg.

 
Now that we have a backup copy, open x_positive.svg with a vector graphics editing software such as Inkscape and 
change the background color to black and the text color to white, be sure to save the edited file in the proper folder, in this 
case:  c:\cncm\resources\vcp\Buttons\x_positive.  
 
Restart CNC12 to see the changes.
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Repeat the process for the other buttons. 

Change the VCP background color

The VCP background color defaults to the medium grey color.  The background color can be changed to any color simply 
by adding a line defining the desired VCP background color to the VCP skin XML file.   
Navigate to c:\cncm\resources\vcp\skins and open acorn_mill_vcp_skin.VCP

Example below is the first 14 lines of acorn_mill_vcp_skin.vcp

<vcp_skin>
 <border>
  <column_span>2</column_span>
  <column_start>1</column_start>
  <fill>#00007F</fill>
  <row_span>4</row_span>
  <row_start>1</row_start>
  <outline_color>#000000</outline_color>
  <outline_thickness>2</outline_thickness>
 </border>
 <border>
  <column_span>5</column_span>
  <row_start>5</row_start>
  <outline_color>#000000</outline_color>
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Insert this line <background># A6A5A0 </background> just after the first line, like this..

<vcp_skin>
 <background># A6A5A0 </background>
 <border>
  <column_span>2</column_span>
  <column_start>1</column_start>
  <fill>#00007F</fill>
  <row_span>4</row_span>
  <row_start>1</row_start>
  <outline_color>#000000</outline_color>
  <outline_thickness>2</outline_thickness>
 </border>
 <border>
  <column_span>5</column_span>

Now change the HEX color code A6A5A0 to the desired color.   
In this example I have changed the background color to a soft Tan color.  HEX # E9DDAF 

Colors in both the Skin and the Button XML files are expressed in HEX color code. A HEX color is expressed as a six-digit 
combination of numbers and letters defined by its mix of red, green and blue (RGB). Basically, a HEX color code is short-
hand for its RGB values with a little conversion gymnastics in between. No need to sweat the conversion. It is easy to pick 
out and even create your own HEX color codes using InkScape or any of the free Hex color picker/generators Online. 

Note: The HEX color code for the default VCP background grey is A6A5A0. If the background color definition line <back-
ground>#HEXCODE</background>  is missing from the Skin, the VCP defaults to the gray background color #A6A5A0. 

HEX 
 # E9DDAF
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Change the LED indicator light color

Some VCP buttons have LED indicator lights. These are primarily used to indicate that the function of the button is on 
or activated for example the Rapid Over and the Feed Hold buttons, LED indicator lights are also used to indicate which 
choice is currently selected for example the jog speed Fast/Slow (Tortoise and Hare), the Jog Incremental / Continuous 
selection buttons.  The LED’s are not part of the button .SVG graphics. The VCP will overlay the LED’s onto the button 
graphics automatically. 
Lets take a look at the XML file for the Work Light button.  
The two highlighted lines below control the color of the LED in its ON and OFF state.   

Work Light XML button code

<vcp_button>
 <skin_event_num>20</skin_event_num>
 <plc_output>
  <number>1076</number>
  <color_on>#EC1C24</color_on>
  <color_off>#81151C</color_off>
 </plc_output>
</vcp_button>

I want to change the LED color to a bright green (#00FF00) so that when the work light is active the LED will be bright 
green and when work light is OFF the LED will be black. Using InkScape i choose a bright green HEX color #00FF00 and 
decided to use black #000000 for the LED OFF color.  
Now edit the work_light.XML file as seen below. 

<vcp_button>
 <skin_event_num>20</skin_event_num>
 <plc_output>
  <number>1076</number>
  <color_on>#00FF00</color_on>
  <color_off># 004F00 </color_off>
 </plc_output>
</vcp_button>

Note: The VCP hard code automatically puts the radial gradient effect on the LED. 

ON OFF

ON OFF

How to remove the LED entirely from a button

Delete the highlighted lines below to remove the LED indicator light from a button.

<vcp_button>
 <skin_event_num>20</skin_event_num>
 <plc_output>
  <number>1076</number>
  <color_on>#00FF00</color_on>
  <color_off>#000000</color_off>
 </plc_output>
</vcp_button> 
 

LED indicator removed.  
                                                      
<vcp_button>
 <skin_event_num>20</skin_event_num>
</vcp_button>
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Swap Button Image when button is pressed.
Sometimes it is desired that while a button is being pressed to have a completely different image for that button be dis-
played while the button is being clicked on.  This “image swap” while clicking the button can be used to create a variety of 
UI effects.  The XML tag called an “on_click_swap” as the name implies will swap the button image with another when a 
VCP button is being clicked on when this tag is in use.

For example: Lets use the on_click_swap tag to change the X axis positive jog button to another image when the X axis 
positive jog button is being pressed/clicked on.

1.) To start, lets create a new “swap” image .SVG file. Start InkScape and open the x_positive.svg image file located in the 
c:\cncm\resources\vcp\buttons\x_positive folder and save it as a new file, in this case “x_positive_swap.svg” and save it 
in the same x_positive button folder. Now edit the image with InkScape to make x_positive_swap.svg image look different 
than the x_positive.svg image.  For this example i decided to change the background color of the swap image from yellow 
to green.

2.) Now that we have the swap image prepared, open “x_positive.xml” located in the c:\cncm\resources\vcp\buttons\x_
positive folder and you will see these three lines which tell the VCP what the x_positive button does.

<vcp_button>
 <skin_event_num>39</skin_event_num>
</vcp_button>

Now, add the swap image tag <on_click_swap> line with the name of the swap image file in between the tag and the clos-
ing tag as seen in yellow highlight below

<vcp_button>
 <skin_event_num>39</skin_event_num>
 <on_click_swap>x_positive_swap.svg</on_click_swap>
</vcp_button>

and save the file.  Restart CNC12 and the result is as follows.

X Positive Button when not pressed X Positive Button graphic when being pressed or clicked on

original x_positive.svg image file save file as x_positive_swap.svg and edit 
, in this case background color to green
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Swap Button Image when button PLC Output function is activated.

On some occasions it is desirable to have the VCP to use one button graphic for when the function of the button is activat-
ed and another graphic for when the button is deactivated. Said another way the VCP will swap back and forth between 
two different .SVG button graphics depending on the state of the button function. This works exactly like the LED indicator 
light but instead of having the LED to indicate the state of a button function the VCP will use two distinct button graphics 
for the ON and OFF states.  For our example lets make the VCP Work Light button swap between two different Work Light 
graphics depending on whether or not the Work Light Output is ON or OFF.

Start by creating the Work Light OFF image and saving it in the same Work Light Button folder. 
For this example i saved the original ‘work_light.SVG’ as ‘work_light_off.SVG’ and edited it to create the Work Light OFF 
image i deleted the yellow light from the original image so the light is dark to represent the light being in the OFF state.  

Starting with the original Work Light XML button code with red LED overlay
Delete the two highlighted LED control lines 

<vcp_button>
 <skin_event_num>20</skin_event_num>
 <plc_output>
  <number>1076</number>
  <color_on>#EC1C24</color_on>
  <color_off>#81151C</color_off>
 </plc_output>
</vcp_button>

Add the two highlighted image_on and image_off command lines seen highlighted below.
 
<vcp_button>
 <skin_event_num>20</skin_event_num>
 <plc_output>
  <number>1076</number>
  <image_on>work_light.svg</image_on>
  <image_off>work_light_off.svg</image_off>
 </plc_output>
</vcp_button>

Original work_light.SVG Edited work_light_off.SVG

Original Work Light w/ LED

ON OFF
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Swap Button Image when an Input is activated.
Often it is useful to have a VCP button act as an indicator light.  A light that comes on when an input is active. This effect 
can be achieve by swapping the Button image from one to another based on the state of an input.

For Example: Let’s create a Virtual Probe indicator light that lets us know if the Probe is clear or tripped.  
Create a new button folder “probe_indicator” and then place in that folder the two button graphics, one for when the input 
is activated and the other image for when the input is off.  
 
I created two SVG files, one called “probe_trip.svg” and the other called “probe_clear.svg”
 

Now create a button XML file called “probe_indicator.xml” and save in the same folder and edit as follows:

<vcp_button>
 <plc_input>    “use this tag to let the VCP know we are linking this button to a plc input”
  <number>7</number>       “use this tag to let the VCP know which input to watch”
  <image_on>probe_trip.svg</image_on>  “use this tag to let the VCP know which images to use”
  <image_off>probe_clear.svg</image_off>
 </plc_input>
</vcp_button>

Note: The input definition “Probe Tripped” has been assigned using the Acorn Wizard to input #7

Now place the new button anywhere on the VCP grid by adding this line to the VCP skin. 
  <button row=”7” column=”1”>probe_indicator</button> 
 
I choose to place it on Row 7 and Column 1, save  and restart CNC12 and here is the result.

PROBE
CLEAR

PROBE
TRIP

Probe Clear (not tripped) 
same as Input 7 open/not active

Probe Tripped 
same as Input 7 closed/activated. 
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Create a new button folder with a new button image(.svg) and button XML file.
Each button has its own folder.  To create an all new button, create a new folder. Navigate to c:\cncm\resources\vcp\But-
tons and simply right click “New”, “Folder”.   
In this example I’ll create a new button to run a Cross Hair Laser to set the X0 and Y0 position. 
 
1.) Create a folder called ‘laser_set_xy’
2.) Copy the M56 button XML file into the laser_set_xy folder and rename it laser_set_xy.XML 
3.) Create the graphic(s) for the Laser Set XY button with InkScape and place a copy of the .SVG graphic into the ‘laser_
set_xy’ folder and name the SVG file  ‘laser_set_xy’.   below is the Laser Alignment Graphic I created.

4.) Edit the VCP skin XML file, in this example  ‘acorn_mill_skin.VCP’ and insert 
(or modify an existing) a button line and assign the location in which you wish 
the new button to appear on the VCP.

In this example I want the Laser Set XY button to appear on the VCP  
in the same location that is currently occupied by M56, so, all i need to do  
is locate and edit the M56 line. Below is an excerpt of the VCP skin that contains the M56 line. 

 <button row=”3” column=”2”>spindle_ccw</button>
 <button row=”3” column=”3”>spin_low</button>
 <button row=”3” column=”4”>m55</button>
 <button row=”3” column=”5”>m56</button>
 <button row=”3” column=”6”>limit_switch_defeat</button>
 <button row=”4” column=”1”>spindle_cancel</button>
 <button row=”4” column=”2”>spindle_start</button>

Now change the button name from ‘m56’ to ‘laser_set_xy’ and keep the location (Row 4 , Column 4) the same. This is 
effectively replacing the M56 button graphics and XML file with the Laser Set XY graphic and XML file. 

 <button row=”3” column=”2”>spindle_ccw</button>
 <button row=”3” column=”3”>spin_low</button>
 <button row=”3” column=”4”>m55</button>
 <button row=”3” column=”5”>laser_set_xy</button>
 <button row=”3” column=”6”>limit_switch_defeat</button>
 <button row=”4” column=”1”>spindle_cancel</button>
 <button row=”4” column=”2”>spindle_start</button>

Now save and re-start CNC12, the new Laser Set XY Graphic will appear on the VCP, 
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But, there is a problem!  When the new Laser Set XY button is pressed, the new Laser Set XY button runs the stock M56 
macro. No problem. Edit the M56 macro! the file is ‘mfunc56.mac’  (stands for M function number 56. macro, located in the 
c:\cncm folder) with the commands necessary to run the Laser and Set the X Y zero location.  

below is a typical Laser Set X0Y0 macro:

;Set X0 and Y0 position to the Laser cross hairs 
; 
; Use and edit the values of the variables below to adjust this macro to suit your particular application 
;  
  #101 = 5          ; Edit this value to set the length of time in seconds to wait for the M225 message 
  #102 = 3.654      ; Edit this value to set the X offset of Laser from the spindle center line  (pos or neg) 
  #103 = 5.000      ; Edit this value to set the Y offset of Laser from the spindle center line  (pos or neg) 
  #104 = 0          ; Edit this value to set the Length of time to wait for 2nd M225 message 
  #105 = -3.65       ; Edit this value to set the ABS coordinate to position Z for Laser focus 
 
G53 G90 Z [#105]      ; Set to Laser focus height 
M94/29            ; Turn on the Laser, activates the “LaserAlignActivate” output 
M225 #101 “#)**MOVE CROSSHAIRS TO DESIRED LOCATION**\nPRESS CYCLE START when ready to set XY0” 
M0   ; Stop and wait for operator to press cycle start to continue.  
G91 G0 X [#102] Y [#103]    ; Move the centerline of the spindle to the cross hair location incrementally 
G90   ; Return to absolute positioning 
G92 X0 Y0  ; Set the current WCS X and Y position to X0, Y0  
G4 P 0.5   ; 1/2 second dwell 
M25   ; Retract Z to Z home position 
M95/29                 ; Turn off the Laser, De-activates the “LaserAlignActivate” output 

(See “Introduction to Centroid Acorn CNC12 Macros’ and the Mill and Lathe operator manuals for more information on macro programming.) 

Save the mfunc56.mac file, and re-start CNC12 and now the Laser Set XY button will run the Laser macro above. 

Note: A requirement for this macro to work is one of the outputs must have been assigned in the Wizard to be ‘LaserAlign-
Activate” and the Laser wired to that output. 
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It might be nice to have in addition to the Laser Set XY button to also have a button that simply turns ON the Laser cross 
hair device when pressed and then turns it OFF when pressed again.  This would be nice for several reasons mostly al-
lowing the operator to easily turn on the laser when it is desired to have it ON when not running the Laser Set XY macro.   
So lets use this as an example of how to create a new VCP button that acts as a simple ON/OFF switch.  

Create a new button folder navigate to c:\cncm\resources\vcp\Buttons and simply right click “New”, “Folder”.   
In this example I’ll create a new button folder called ‘laser_on_off’ 
 
1.) Create a folder called ‘laser_on_off’
2.) Copy the M57 button XML file into the laser_on_off folder and rename it laser_on_off.XML 
3.) Create the graphic(s) for the Laser ON/OFF button with InkScape and place a copy of the .SVG graphic into the ‘laser_
on_off’ folder and name the SVG file  ‘laser_on_off’.   below is the Laser ON/OFF Graphic I created.

4.) Edit the VCP Skin XML file, in this example  ‘acorn_mill_skin.VCP’ and insert 
(or modify an existing) a button line and assign the location in which you wish 
the new button to appear on the VCP.

In this example I want the Laser ON/OFF button to appear on the VCP  
in the same location that is currently occupied by M57, so, all i need to do  
is locate and edit the M57 line. Below is an excerpt of the VCP skin that contains the M57 line. 

 <button row=”3” column=”4”>m55</button>
 <button row=”3” column=”5”>laser_set_xy</button>
 <button row=”3” column=”6”>limit_switch_defeat</button>
 <button row=”4” column=”1”>spindle_cancel</button>
 <button row=”4” column=”2”>spindle_start</button>
 <button row=”4” column=”3”>spin_brake</button>
 <button row=”4” column=”4”>m57</button>
 <button row=”4” column=”5”>m58</button>
 <button row=”4” column=”6”>reset_home</button>
 <button row=”5” column=”2”>coolant_auto_man</button>
 <button row=”5” column=”3”>flood_coolant</button>
 <button row=”5” column=”4”>mist_coolant</button>

now edit the m57 line to look like this  <button row=”4” column=”4”>laser_on_off</button>

save the XML file and restart CNC12 and laser_on_off.svg will appear on the VCP.

Add a simple ON/OFF button that turns on an Output and Turns Off and Output
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Now, if you press the button at this point, it will run the M57 macro ‘mfunc57.mac’ file since we copied the M57 XML file. 
Well we don’t want it to do that so lets modify the laser_on_off.XML file, currently it looks like this.

<vcp_button>
 <skin_event_num>67</skin_event_num>
</vcp_button>

The skin event number ‘67’ has been assigned by the Acorn PLC program for the m-code M57. This way when you press 
the M57 button the Acorn PLC program knows that you want skin event #67 and then CNC12 follows the PLC program-
ming for that event when this VCP button is pressed. In this case, running the M57 macro mfunc57.mac.

So, lets edit ‘laser_on_off.XML’ with the Skin Event number associated with the Laser Output Relay on the Acorn.

<vcp_button>
 <skin_event_num>207</skin_event_num>
</vcp_button>

Wizard Acorn Output Name Skin Event Number Associated LED output number

LaserAlignActivate 207 1127

I knew to use Skin Event  #207 for the Laser by looking at the Acorn Output Skin Event table below or you can find all skin 
event numbers in the Acorn PLC source file (acorn_mill_plc.src)

Save the file, restart CNC12 and now the Laser ON/OFF button will turn on and off the output assigned in the Wizard as 
“LaserAlignActivate”. Cool!  but the LED is missing that indicates the state of the button and laser.  So lets add the indica-
tor LED into the laser_on_off.XML file. Add the lines highlighted below. 

<vcp_button>
 <skin_event_num>207</skin_event_num>
 <plc_output>
  <number>1127</number>  (LED number associated with the ‘LaserAlignActivate’ output
  <color_on>#EC1C24</color_on> (LED ON color)
  <color_off>#81151C</color_off>  (LED OFF color)
 </plc_output>
</vcp_button>

Now the Laser Align button will Activate the LaserAlignActivate output when pressed and deactivate it when pressed 
again.  a simple output ON/OFF button.
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Outputs defined in the Wizard have an associated skin event number, you will notice that the VCP button XML files for the 
stock VCP buttons use these Skin Event numbers to link the button to the functionality defined in the PLC program. 

These skin event numbers for outputs are listed below,  these and all skin_events numbers can be viewed in the PLC 
source file that the Acorn Wizard creates based on your Wizard choices the file is:   acorn_mill_plc.src  located in the 
cncm (or cnct) directory it is a text file, open it with Notepad ++.  Select “Search” then “Find” and search for “skin_event”. 

For example, open the folder c:cncm\resources\vcp\buttons\flood_coolant\flood_coolant.xml 
and observe the Skin Event Number (skin_event_num) utilized is: 22.  22 is the number assigned to the Flood Pump but-
ton logic in the PLC program.   
The associated Flood Pump LED output number is 1078, this is the LED logic associated with the Flood Pump button, (the 
LED logic in the PLC program determines whether the LED is ON or OFF when the Flood Pump is ON or OFF), assigning 
1078 to the Flood LED in the XMl file tells the VCP to use the LED logic associated with 1078 (Flood button LED) 

<vcp_button>
 <skin_event_num>22</skin_event_num>
 <plc_output>

<number>1078</number>
<color_on>#EC1C24</color_on>
<color_off>#81151C</color_off>

 </plc_output>
</vcp_button>

Button Functionality assignments with Skin Event numbers

Wizard Acorn Output Name Skin Event Number Associated LED output number

LubePump 200 1120

TurnClampOn 201 1121

SpindleBrakeRelease 66 1108

Flood* 22 1078

Mist* 23 1079

VacuumOn* 24 1080

DustCollectionOn 202 1122

CutOff 203 1123

PartChute 204 1124

ToolUnclamp 205 1120

RouterDustCollection* 22 1077

RouterVacuumHoldDown* 23 1079

DustFootActivate 206 1126

LaserAlignActivate 207 1127

PopUpPins 208 1128

SpindleCooling 209 1129

Worklight 73 1112

OpenChuck 71 1114

CloseChuck 72 1113

TailStockInOut 70 1115

AtcAirBlow TBD TBD

RouterAirBlow TBD TBD
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What exactly is a Skin Event Number?

The ‘skin_event_num’ is the way PLC Logic can be assigned to a VCP button.  The Skin Event Number is associated with 
a piece of logic used to create the desired action of a machine tool function.  This logic is described in the PLC program 
and the Skin Event Number is also in the PLC program, Skin Event number is used to assign that function to a particular 
VCP button. Said another way...The CNC12 knows what function you want for a particular VCP button from this number. 

For example: Lets take a look at the Work Light button XML file.
skin_event_num_73  Tells CNC12 to use the logic that has been associated with skin_event_num 73 in the PLC program.  
So when we use the number 73 in a Button XML file CNC12 knows we want the Work Light Logic. skin_event_num_73 = 
the Work Light ON / OFF output logic and corresponds to the WorkLight Output that was selected in the Acorn Wizard. 

Here is the Work Light button XML file 

<vcp_button>
 <skin_event_num>73</skin_event_num>
 <plc_output>
  <number>1112</number>
  <color_on>#EC1C24</color_on>
  <color_off>#81151C</color_off>
 </plc_output>
</vcp_button>

So, stick with me here,  the next natural question is  “then how do i know what the Skin Event Numbers are and what they 
relate to?”

The skin event number 73 in the example above has been assigned by the Acorn PLC program to the Work Light logic 
and therefore the Worklight output. This way when you press the Work Light button the Acorn PLC program knows that 
you want skin event #73 and then CNC12 follows the PLC programming for that event when this VCP button is pressed. 
In this case, turning the Work Light Output ON and then OFF on each press of the Work Light VCP button.  (The Work 
Light Output itself, where you actually wire up the work light to, is chosen by the user in the Wizard, the Skin Event Num-
ber for a particular function stays the same no matter what physical output number is used in the Wizard by the user)

*Note: The VCP buttons Flood, Mist, Vacuum on/off, Router Dust Collection, Router Vac Hold down work in conjunction 
with the Auto / Man button.

 

The Auto/Man button is required for Flood, Mist, Vacuum on/off, Router Dust Collection, Router Vac Hold down functions 
to work as designed. 

Wizard Acorn Output Name Skin Event Number Associated LED output number

Worklight 73 1112
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Adding Static Graphics such as Logos and Icons

Static Graphics can be used as icons or logos with the VCP.  The VCP 
will overlay these graphics on top of VCP itself.

Two examples of VCP  static graphics are the Acorn Logo 

and the Coolant icon. 

These static images are in the same .SVG format as the button images.   
The static images live in the following directory: 
c:\cncm\resources\vcp\images\

‘coolant.SVG’ and ‘acornlogo.SVG’

The static images are controlled in the VCP Skin.  
Lets take a look at the default Acorn Mill Skin XML file. 
Below are the first 33 lines of ‘mill_vcp_skin.VCP’
Yellow highlight = Coolant Icon static image
Blue highlight = Acorn Logo Static image

vcp_skin>
 <border>
  <column_span>2</column_span>
  <column_start>1</column_start>
  <fill>#00007F</fill>
  <row_span>4</row_span>
  <row_start>1</row_start>
  <outline_color>#000000</outline_color>
  <outline_thickness>2</outline_thickness>
 </border>
 <border>
  <column_span>5</column_span>
  <column_start>1</column_start>
  <fill>Transparent</fill>
  <row_span>1</row_span>
  <row_start>5</row_start>
  <outline_color>#000000</outline_color>
  <outline_thickness>2</outline_thickness>
 </border>
 <image>
  <column_span>1</column_span>
  <column_start>1</column_start>
  <row_span>1</row_span>
  <row_start>5</row_start>
  <path>C:\cncm\resources\vcp\images\coolant.svg</path>
 </image>
 <image>
  <column_span>3</column_span>
  <column_start>4</column_start>
  <row_span>1</row_span>
  <row_start>1</row_start>
  <path>C:\cncm\resources\vcp\images\acornlogo.svg</path>
 </image>
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<image>
 <column_span>1</column_span>
 <column_start>1</column_start>
 <row_span>1</row_span>
 <row_start>5</row_start>
 <path>C:\cncm\resources\vcp\images\coolant.svg</path>
</image>

The coolant image only takes up one button space to it has a span start and stop of 1 for both the Row Span and the 
Column Span.

To replace this image with another simply edit the filename and point the VCP to a different image

<image>
 <column_span>1</column_span>
 <column_start>1</column_start>
 <row_span>1</row_span>
 <row_start>5</row_start>
 <path>C:\cncm\resources\vcp\images\vacuum_pump.svg</path>
</image>

To delete this image simply delete these lines from the skin. This space is now available for a button if desired.

<image>
 <column_span>1</column_span>
 <column_start>1</column_start>
 <row_span>1</row_span>
 <row_start>5</row_start>
 <path>C:\cncm\resources\vcp\images\coolant.svg</path>
</image>

Coolant Static Image

; column span is the distance in columns that the image will overlay 
; column start is the column number to start the span
; row span is the distance in rows that the image will overlay
; row start is the position that the image will start the row span
                                       ; the image filename and path
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Acorn Logo Static Image

<image>
 <column_span>3</column_span>
 <column_start>4</column_start>
 <row_span>1</row_span>
 <row_start>1</row_start>
 <path>C:\cncm\resources\vcp\images\acornlogo.svg</path>
</image>

; column span is three button lenghts 
; column start is the position to start the span
; row span is one row high
; row start is the position that the image will start the row span
                                       ; the image filename and path

Start Position
Row 4, Column 1

Column Span= 
Three columns wide

Row Span=
One row high

Change the Logo to another image
Create a new image and save into the VCP images folder  C:\cncm\resources\vcp\images 
Edit the Skin XML image file name, for this example we created logo for Vulcan Machine Tool
<path>C:\cncm\resources\vcp\images\vulcan_machine_logo.svg</path>
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Delete the Logo to make room for more buttons

Delete the code that specifies the logo in the skin XML file.  

<image>
    <column_span>3</column_span>
    <column_start>4</column_start>
    <row_span>1</row_span>
    <row_start>1</row_start>
    <path>C:\cncm\resources\vcp\images\acornlogo.svg</path>
</image>
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Create outline borders and solid fill backgrounds to signify related groups of buttons or other effects. 

In the Skin XML file, both outline and solid fill backgrounds can be created with the <border> control. 
Example from acorn_mill_vcp_skin.vcp
Solid Blue Fill background with Black outline around the Spindle Control Buttons.
 

<border>
 <column_span>2</column_span>
 <column_start>1</column_start>
 <fill>#00007F</fill>
 <row_span>4</row_span>
 <row_start>1</row_start>
 <outline_color>#000000</outline_color>
 <outline_thickness>2</outline_thickness>
</border>

and another Example from acorn_mill_vcp_skin.vcp  
Black outline around the Coolant controls.

<border>
 <column_span>5</column_span>
 <column_start>1</column_start>
 <fill>Transparent</fill>
 <row_span>1</row_span>
 <row_start>5</row_start>
 <outline_color>#000000</outline_color>
 <outline_thickness>2</outline_thickness>
</border>
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Button hover effect controls

When the mouse cursor is hovering over a button, the Button Mouse Hover effect give the user an indication and confir-
mation visually that the mouse cursor is indeed on the button location. The default VCP Button Hover Effect is a simple 
white outline around the button, it is clear concise and unmistakable and gives the VCP a nice interactive feel providing 
the user with reassuring feedback as the button about to be pressed is the right one.  In the VCP Skin the Button Hover 
Effect is referred to as “on_hover”. The color and opacity can easily be changed and the effect can also be eliminated if 
desired by using the word “Transparent” for the color.

Example from acorn_mill_vcp_skin.vcp

<on_hover>
  <opacity>100</opacity>
  <outline_color>#ffffff</outline_color> 
</on_hover>

 

Button Click effect controls 

Button click effects give the user an indication and confirmation visually of that a VCP button has been pressed.  
The default VCP Button Click/Finger Press effect is a black outline around the button.  The opacity control also effect the 
button graphic and can be used to create a darkening effect on the button itself when clicked. This gives the VCP a nice 
interactive feel providing the user with reassuring feedback when the button is pressed.  The Button Click Effect is referred 
to as “on_click” The color and opacity can easily be changed and the effect can also be eliminated if desired by using the 
word “Transparent” for the color.

Example from acorn_mill_vcp_skin.vcp

<on_click>
 <opacity>100</opacity>
 <outline_color>#000000</outline_color>
</on_click>

Mouse Hover

Mouse Click
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Mapping a macro to a VCP button.
16 Skin Events are used to create what are considered Auxiliary Keys. (the words ‘keys’ and ‘buttons’ are used in this doc-
ument interchangeably) These Auxiliary keys are easily mapped to a macro using the VCP Aux key configuration menu.  
You can use the 16 Aux key Skin Event numbers turn any button into a Auxiliary key that then in turn will run a macro 
when that Auxiliary key is pressed/clicked on.

Auxiliary Key Number Skin Event Number

1 3

2 4

3 5

4 8

5 9

6 10
7 13

8 14

9 15

10 18

11 19

12 20

13 66

14 67

15 68

16 69

There are several buttons on the stock Centroid VCP that are already defined as Auxiliary keys.  On the Acorn Mill VCP 
they are M55,56,57,58, Rest Home, Park, Set Axis 0, and Set All 0.  Any button that runs a macro is a Auxiliary key and is 
defined as such by using one of the skin event numbers above.  So, lets take a look at what a typical Auxiliary key button 
XML file looks like using the stock M56 button on the Mill VCP which contains only these three lines.

<vcp_button>
 <skin_event_num>19</skin_event_num>
</vcp_button>

The <skin_event_num>19</skin_event_num> line tells the VCP the the button called m56 is an Auxiliary key and when 
pressed will run the macro that is assigned to Skin Event .   

So, I’m sure you are asking how do i assign a macro to one of the 16 skin event numbers? Well there are two ways to do 
that the easiest way if you are an Acorn user is to use the Acorn Wizard VCP Aux Key macro configuration menu.  
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Stock Acorn Mill VCP Auxiliary Key button macro assignments. 

The Acorn Wizard menu allows the user to assign a macro program to an Auxiliary Key.  (Note: Macros are typically used 
for more complex actions than just using a button to turn and output on or off. If you want to use a VCP button as a output 
on/off switch use anyone of the many preprogrammed outputs such as worklight on/off, vacuum on/off, laser on/off etc 
and their corresponding button folder in the VCP resources folder.)  If you need more complex action from a button this is 
when a macro is use. There are several Auxiliary buttons that are preassigned with specific macros with the ‘stock’ Acorn 
VCP skins. These can be used as is or modified. 

If you would like make a Auxiliary button run a particular macro program often it is easiest to simply edit the existing 
macro that is already assigned to a particular Auxiliary button, these buttons are in place and predefined ready to use. 
For Example, the M55, M56, M57 and M58 buttons are simply VCP Auxiliary buttons that have been assigned to run the 
macros M55,M56,M57 and M58 respectively.  So, no need to reassign these buttons to another macro, simply open the 
M55 macro file  ‘mfunc55.mac’ with Notepad ++ and edit the macro to you liking and you are done. An examples of editing 
a preassigned Auxiliary key macro is on page 16 that shows editing both the macro and the button graphic of an Aux key.

But, if you have already customized the preassigned Auxiliary key macros M55,56,57 and 58 and have even more macros 
that need corresponding VCP buttons (or would like to reassign an auxiliary key to another macro for another reason) then 
read on.   

Use the Acorn Wizard Preferences “VCP Aux Keys” menu to assign a macro to an Auxiliary button on the VCP.  When a 
macro  (mfuncXX.mac) is assigned to a Aux key then that button will run the macro when pressed/clicked on. The default 
Acorn Mill Assignments are shown below.  

“None” means there is no macro assigned to the VCP Aux button. When none is used, most likely this Aux button is being 
used in conjunction with a different PLC Skin Event ( a non macro related PLC function such as turning an output ON or 
OFF) or it is not in use at all.  Keep in mind the Skin Event number determines whether a button is a Aux key or not, Not 
the position of the button!  

Aux 
 1

Aux 
 2

Aux 
 3

Aux 
 4

Aux 
 5

Aux 
 6

Aux 
 7

Aux 
 8

Aux 
 9

Aux 
 10

Aux 
 11

Aux 
 12

Aux 
 13

Aux 
 14

Aux 
 15

Aux 
 16
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Move an Auxiliary Key to another location.

Row 1
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Row 2

Row 3

Row 4

The VCP buttons are on a grid. This grid is used to identify the location of the buttons on the VCP layout skin.  VCP 
Auxiliary keys 1 through 16 are will be located on the VCP grid beginning with Row 1, Column 3 through Row 4 Column 
6. While all button locations on the VCP can be modified in both look and function, these 16 Auxiliary keys have been 
designed to work in conjunction with a macro program assignment via the Wizard and CNC12 parameters. In other words 
if you want a VCP button to run a macro use one of these 16 Auxiliary keys and its related Skin Event Number. It is also 
interesting to note that the Auxiliary keys can be moved to any other location on the entire VCP grid.  Said another way, 
the location doesn’t define the Aux key, the Skin Event Number  in the Button XML and file does. These 16 Aux keys are 
placed in this location as a default position, use them in there original position or move them where you want.  

Acorn Mill VCP Auxiliary Key button Default locations. 

Moving an Aux button to a new location is just like moving any other button. Edit the VCP Skin as described on page 5.

Can you move and Auxiliary key outside of the stock 16 Auxiliary keys area?

Answer: Yes, Simply move any Aux button to the desired location on the VCP. Aux keys are not fixed in location.
While it might appear that the Auxiliary buttons 1-16 are fixed in their default locations (Row 1, Column 3 through Row 4 
Column 6) this is not true. These are just the default positions. You can move an Auxiliary button to any other button loca-
tion on the VCP. When you move a button as shown on page 5 the function of the button goes along with it.
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So for example; if you would like a macro to run with a button location, lets say for instance in the location of the spindle 
CCW button, simply delete the Spindle CCW button and move the Auxiliary button to that location. Lets run through that 
as an example.

A spindle warm up macro is a common function on a CNC Router. Lets edit Aux key 11, both the graphics and the mac-
ro assigned to Aux 11.  (in the Acorn Mill VCP, Aux 11 has been preassigned to the macro M56) We will edit the M56 
(mfunc56.mac) macro to warm up the spindle automatically and change the button graphic for Aux 11.

1.) Create a Spindle Warm up graphic and replace the stock M56 graphic with it.  Open the Button folder M56, make a 
backup copy of the M56.SVG file.  Copy the new Router Spindle Warm Up graphic into the M55 button folder and rename 
it m56.SVG.  Restart CNC12 and the VCP Aux 11 key will now look like this: 

Default M56 Graphic on a typical Paired Axes Router VCP Spindle Warm Graphic renamed to “m56.SVG”

2.) Now edit the macro file for M56: mfunc56.mac and insert the Spindle Warm Up commands.   
Here is a typical Spindle Warm Up Macro, edit it to suit your application.

N100                             ;Insert your code between N100 and N1000   
#101 = 5 
M225 #101 “**Beginning spindle warm-up**” 
M25 
M3 S6000 
G4 P180 
S8000 
G4 P120 
S10000 
G4 P120 
S12000 
G4 P120 
S14000 
G4 P120 
M5 
M225 #100 “**Spindle warm-up finished, now go cut something!**” 
N1000                            ;End of Macro

Hijack an existing Auxiliary key and change its macro and graphic and then move it.
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Hijack an existing Auxiliary key and change its macro and graphic and move it.

3.) Now everything is working at this point, when you press the Spindle Warm Up Button the Spindle Warm Up macro runs 
and all is good. But, we want the Spindle Warm up button to take the place of the Spindle CCW button on the VCP. Easy!  
Delete the Spindle CCW button from the VCP skin and move the Spindle Warm Up Button to that location.

Edit the VCP skin and delete the spindle_ccw button line

  <button row=”2” column=”2”>spindle_cw</button>
  <button row=”2” column=”3”>spin_med</button>
  <button row=”2” column=”6”>park</button>
  <button row=”3” column=”1”>spindle_minus</button>
  <button row=”3” column=”2”>spindle_ccw</button>  Delete this line to remove the spindle_ccw button
  <button row=”3” column=”3”>spin_low</button>
  <button row=”3” column=”4”>axes_paired</button>
  <button row=”3” column=”5”>m56</button>
  <button row=”3” column=”6”>limit_switch_defeat</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”1”>spindle_cancel</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”2”>spindle_start</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”3”>spin_brake</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”4”>m57</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”5”>m58</button>

Move the Spindle Warm Up Button (remember we hijacked the M56 button for this use) to the old spindle_ccw location

<button row=”2” column=”2”>spindle_cw</button>
 <button row=”2” column=”3”>spin_med</button>
 <button row=”2” column=”6”>park</button>
 <button row=”3” column=”1”>spindle_minus</button>
 <button row=”3” column=”3”>spin_low</button> 
 <button row=”3” column=”4”>axes_paired</button>
 <button row=”3” column=”2”>m56</button>  change the M56 button position from column 5 to column 2   
 <button row=”3” column=”6”>limit_switch_defeat</button>
 <button row=”4” column=”1”>spindle_cancel</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”2”>spindle_start</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”3”>spin_brake</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”4”>m57</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”5”>m58</button>

Save the changes and restart CNC12 and this is the result.
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This examples purpose was to demonstrate how to edit and existing Auxiliary Key for a new purpose and move it to a new 
location.  The process described above is just one way of doing things for instance you could have just as easily made 
a copy of the entire M56 button folder and renamed the copied M56 folder and the files contained within to “spin_warm”, 
“spin_warm.xml”, “spin_warm.svg” effectively creating a copy of M56 / Aux 11 key with a new name. Then simply edit the 
VCP skin with the new name in place of ‘spindle_ccw’  like so:  

  <button row=”2” column=”2”>spindle_cw</button>
  <button row=”2” column=”3”>spin_med</button>
  <button row=”2” column=”6”>park</button>
  <button row=”3” column=”1”>spindle_minus</button>
  <button row=”3” column=”2”>spin_warm</button>  rename ‘spindle_ccw’ to ‘spin_warm’ 
  <button row=”3” column=”3”>spin_low</button>
  <button row=”3” column=”4”>axes_paired</button>
  <button row=”3” column=”4”>m56</button>  Delete this line to remove the M56 button 
  <button row=”3” column=”6”>limit_switch_defeat</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”1”>spindle_cancel</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”2”>spindle_start</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”3”>spin_brake</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”4”>m57</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”5”>m58</button>

And then edit the M56 macro (mfunc56.mac) and the Spindle Warm Graphics file spin_warm.svg to your desire look and 
functionality.
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Create VCP buttons larger than the stock button sizes.
Sometimes it is desired to have a button on the VCP be larger in size than the stock square buttons. It could be a button 
with an important feature that is used frequently in a special application or as simply as making a button large and easy to 
read and use.

Similar to how the Logos and Icon position and size is controlled on the VCP grid so can the individual buttons. row span 
and column span can be use to let the VCP know to scale the button graphic larger that just one button space.

I’ll demonstrate with a simple example.  Lets make the M55 button two times as wide and two times as high as it currently 
is.

Edit acorn_skin.vcp.  Make room for the new larger M55 button and delete the M56, M57, M58 buttons

 <button row=”3” column=”1”>spindle_minus</button>
  <button row=”3” column=”2”>spindle_ccw</button>
  <button row=”3” column=”3”>spin_low</button>
  <button row=”3” column=”4”>m55</button>
  <button row=”3” column=”5”>m56</button>
  <button row=”3” column=”6”>limit_switch_defeat</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”1”>spindle_cancel</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”2”>spindle_start</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”3”>spin_brake</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”4”>m57</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”5”>m58</button>
  <button row=”4” column=”6”>reset_home</button>
  <button row=”5” column=”2”>coolant_auto_man</button>
  <button row=”5” column=”3”>flood_coolant</button>
  <button row=”5” column=”4”>mist_coolant</button>

Save and this is the result. 
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 Edit Acorn_skin.vcp and add to the m55 line the row span and column span as seen below.

  <button row=”3” column=”1”>spindle_minus</button>
  <button row=”3” column=”2”>spindle_ccw</button>
  <button row=”3” column=”3”>spin_low</button>
 <button row=”3” column=”4” row_span=”2” column_span=”2”>m55</button>
  <button row=”3” column=”6”>limit_switch_defeat</button>

and the results looks like this.
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VCP button as a indicator light for a memory location

Sometimes it is useful to have a VCP button act as an indicator light.  A light that comes on when an memory location is 
active. This effect can be achieve by swapping the Button image from one to another based on the state of the memory 
location.  The button XML tag is: <plc_memory>  and is used in the button xml file like this.

<vcp_button>
 <plc_memory>   “use this tag to let the VCP know we are linking this button to memory location”
  <number>7</number>       “use this tag to let the VCP know which memory location to watch”
  <image_on>mem_on.svg</image_on>  “use this tag to let the VCP know which images to use”
  <image_off>mem_off.svg</image_off>
 </plc_memory>
</vcp_button>

Special Cases

1.) Updating from Acorn CNC12 versions older than v4.5.
If you plan on customizing the VCP the CNC12 Utility feature “restore report” can not be used if the report.zip file has 
been generated from a version of CNC12 older than v4.5.  In this case, to install v4.5 + simply rename current (old) cncm/t 
directory and then do a fresh CNC12 installation of v4.5+  and use the Wizard to configure CNC12 for your machine tool 
application.  If you had any custom macros in the old installation, simply hand copy them over from the old directory to the 
new v4.5 directory. (same with tool library)  and all the features of the new VCP 2.0 will be supported and you can now 
begin to customize the VCP.  Follow the CNC12 installation instructions for more details. (Note:  Moving forward from v4.5 
onward “restore report” is supported and will carry along all the VCP customizations to the next version of CNC12! ).

2.) Using a Custom PLC program from old version of Acorn CNC12.  

If you are using a custom PLC program (a plc program that has been hand edited and compiled such as a custom Lathe 
Turret program or mill umbrella ATC program) you have two choices when it comes to the new VCP.  Use the old plc pro-
gram and make use of the provided “Legacy VCP” skin that looks just like the old VCP 1.0 skin.  Or edit the new v4.5 PLC 
program with your customizations and use the new VCP skin and enjoy all the new features of the new VCP. 

1.) Hand edit the v4.5 auto generated PLC program with your PLC customizations and recompile. Customize the VCP 2.0 
skin to match your application (if necessary).

or 

2.) Use ‘Restore Report’ with CNC12 and then choose “update Wizard with Custom PLC program in use” in the Wizard 
update pop up window.  This will retain your old customized PLC program and install a “Legacy VCP 2.0 Skin” to make the 
new VCP look just like the old VCP that works with the custom PLC program.  This Legacy Skin is user editable! So you 
can go and change button graphics/words etc after the update.  (this is the quickest and easy way to update to v4.5+ from 
an old version when using a custom PLC program if you don’t plan on heavily customizing the VCP. 
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Special Cases

3.) Axes Paired/Re-pair Axes button.  

The Axes Paired button is automatically injected into the VCP button layout by the Acorn Wizard when any two axes are 
software paired together using the Wizard.  (See the Acorn CNC12 Axis Pairing users manual for more info on axis pair-
ing.  https://www.centroidcnc.com/centroid_diy/downloads/acorn_documentation/paired_axes_acorn_user_guide.pdf)  The 
default location for the Axes Paired button is Row 3 / Column 4 and uses the same skin event number as Auxiliary key 10.

Said another way the Wizard “takes over” the Auxiliary 10 button (which is 
typically pre assigned to M55) and uses the M75 macro for the Re-pairing 
code. 

So, if you are using software paired axes the Auxiliary 10 Button will be 
dedicated to the Axes Paired Functionality and can not be used for any other 
use.  

You can move the axes paired button just like any other VCP button by 
editing the VCP skin and choose a new row and column space for the ‘axes_
paired’ button.   

4.) Buttons that are fixed in size and location.

The Reset, Feedrate Override, VCP options and Push to Free buttons are fixed in size and position on the VCP.
You can change the images and even edit the xml file but you can not change the size of the button box or the position of 
these buttons. 
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Trouble Shooting

1.) VCP won’t start after editing an XML file or SVG file

The VCP will fail to start due to a number of reasons.  For beginners I recommend making one change at a time and keep 
backup copies of files so it is easy to revert to a working setup. Here are some common reasons why the VCP will fail to 
start.

- typo in SVG filename (a filename is being called that doesn’t exist)
- missing SVG file, the SVG file being called isn’t in the correct location
- Incompatible SVG file see below for more info.
- missing XML file for a button
- typos in the button XML file

Note: The VCP has error and warning messages for common items to give some indication of why the VCP didn’t start 
due to problems like the ones listed above. At some point we also plan on releasing a new version of the CNC12 emulator 
with VCP 2.0 so the user can work ‘offline’ on their desktop PC (not the CNC PC) at customizing the VCP for now running 
the VCP 2.0 is only available when connected to an Acorn board (Oak and Allin1DC soon to follow)

2.) My SVG image file displays just fine in a browser but won’t display on the VCP or causes the VCP to not start.

The SVG library that the VCP uses supports a wide variety of SVG graphic features but there are limits. One of the more 
common newbie mistakes is embedding a font or opening a bitmap image (.JPG, .PNG, .BMP etc) and saving it as a 
.SVG.  This does not magically convert a Bitmap image into a Vector image file, all this does is creates a Bitmap image 
that is embedded into the .SVG file. Sometimes this will actually work but this method does not scale or display well and 
is often fuzzy in appearance.  The VCP wants a clean SVG that contains Vectors, Colors and Gradients, avoid embedded 
bitmap images and fonts.  See the #3 below for information on how to convert a bitmap image to a vector for use with the 
VCP and #4 for information on fonts.

3.) I have a logo or button image that i want to use but it is in Bitmap/Raster format (.JPG, .PNG, .BMP etc), how can i use 
this image with the VCP?

Bitmap images should be properly converted to Vector format for use with the VCP. There are many ways to convert bit-
maps to vectors ranging from manually tracing the bitmap with lines and arcs to full automatic bitmap to vector conversion 
programs and methods. You will find a wide variety of information on this subject online as it is a common procedure used 
by graphic artists in the Print and Web site industry as well as CNC programmers that convert art drawings and photos to 
G code.  InkScape has the necessary free tools for both manual and automatic conversion of a bitmap to vector image. 
Search on YouTube InkScape “bitmap to vector” or ‘convert image to vector’  Here are a couple of links to videos showing 
the process of creating a Vector SVG from a bitmap image. 
Auto conversion method https://youtu.be/XNEnQW_rOGw 
Auto conversion method  https://youtu.be/R6dgW5J0Osw 
Auto conversion method  https://youtu.be/1PX3KrwgLNc 
Manual method.  more work but produces very clean vector image.    https://youtu.be/s-kPg4vYKfk

4.) Convert all Fonts to Lines and Arcs.   Use any font you like, size and shape the word(s) anyway you like, but before 
finally saving the .SVG file for use in the VCP. Convert all fonts (words) to lines and arcs.  In Inkscape click on word(s) and 
use  “Object to Path” to convert the words to lines and arcs.    In Adobe Illustrator use “create outlines” to convert fonts to 
lines and arcs. 
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Resources

Notepad ++:  https://notepad-plus-plus.org/ 
 
A free powerful text editor used for editing VCP XML files. Also useful for editing G and M code programs and macros.

InkScape:   https://inkscape.org/ 

A free Vector Drawing program. Great for editing and creating VCP buttons and graphics.  Also useful for CNC Art work. 
 
 
YouTube: YouTube.com

Search on “Inkscape for Beginners”, “InkScape bitmap to vector” or “Inkscape convert image to vector”

Color Picker: w3schools.com 
 
Hex color picker website. While not necessary as Inkscape has similar feature built in this page is a good reference.

Centroid Technical Support Forum:  https://centroidcncforum.com/

Sign up for Free Tech Support. 
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Input Wizard Name Description / Purpose Related M codes 
or macros

Notes:

CycleStart2 input for 2nd external button, (same action as button on 
VCP with same name, user can use either button)

FeedHold2 input for 2nd external button, (same action as button on 
VCP with same name, user can use either button)

CycleCancel2 input for 2nd external button, (same action as button on 
VCP with same name, user can use either button)

ToolCheck2 input for 2nd external button, (same action as button on 
VCP with same name, user can use either button)

FirstAxisDriveOk Individual Drive Fault input for each axis. 
FirstAxisDriveOk, SecondAxisDriveOk, etc..  add 
corresponding drive fault message "X axis drive Fault", 
"Y axis drive Fault" etc..

Individual DriveOk Signals, On (Green) = Good, 
Off (Red) = Fault

ToolUnclampButton Input for External button that when pressed activates 
the “ToolUnclamp” output.  When input is made, 
ToolUnclamp output is energized. 

Input fo external Tool Unclamp Button , these are typically mounted on the 
spindle for manual tool changes. Press the button and the tool is released 
from the spindle.  This button is deactivated when running a job. 

VFDZeroSpeed Input from VFD to confirm that spindle has stopped. 
Used in G code and Tool change macros.

M100 or M101/5000X 
where X in the input 
number

PLC can be modified to issue message if desired.

VFDUpToSpeed Input from VFD to confirm that spindle has reached the 
specified speed. Used in G code and Tool Change 
macros

M100 or M101/5000X 
where X in the input 
number

PLC can be modified to issue message if desired.

SpindleTempAlarmMessage Input for Temperature Alarm, issue message when 
input is Active, finishes current G code job (does not 
stop current Job that is running).

works just like low lube….issues warning 
message, continues to run until job is complete

SpindleTempAlarmStop Input for Temperature Alarm, Issues Estop condition 
when input is active. 

Issues a message Estop condition when input is 
active. 

AirPressureLowMessage Input for Low Air Alarm, issue message when input is 
Active, finishes current G code job (does not stop 
current Job that is running).

works just like low lube….issues warning 
message, continues to run until job is complete



AirPressureLowStop Input for Air supply pressure sensor, Issues Estop 
condition when input is active. 

Issues a Message and Estop condition when 
input is active. 

DrawBarReleased An input that is typically used on ATC router spindles. 
Input is active when Draw Bar/Pull Stud is active 
indicating that the tool is released from the spindle.  

Displays message that 
“Draw Bar is Released” when input is active, then
follow up message when input is inactive.  “Draw 
Bar Clamped”. Is treated same way as 
ToolisUnclamped logic wise. ToolisUnclamped 
and DrawbarReleased are not selectable at same
time.

ZriHomingAll Input used for all Zri (index pulse) homing.
M105 /X P(ZriHomingAll input number) F3 ;Move X 
plus at 3ipm until input 4 closes

cncm/t.hom 

SafetyDoorSwtichClosed Input used for machine tool safety, typically a door 
switch but could also be used for other safety device 
input

P985 =1 allows slow jog with door open, P85=2 
Does not allow any movement with door open.  

SafetyDoorLockConfirmed Input used for machinetool safety, typically for a switch 
with a locking mechanism.

HomeAll A single input for all Home switches for automatic 
homing of all axes. The recommended homing method 
for Acorn.

Cncm.hom, cnct.hom Related VCP buttons: Reset Home, cycle start

LimitAll An optional single input for all limit switches for over-
travel protection above and beyond software travel 
limits. 

Related VCP buttons: Limit Override

FirstAxisHomeOk Used as an alternative to HomeAll. Home switches for 
each axis are wired into a dedicated input. Uses up inputs unnecessarily, Use HomeAll instead. Only used in special 

cases where the Home Switches can not be wired in series or parallel. SecondAxisHomeOk

ThirdAxisHomeOk

FourthAxisHomeOk

FirstAxisHomeLimitOk Special Case: Used when it is desired to have one 
switch perform both the homing and limit functions. 

Uses up inputs unnecessarily, Use HomeAll, LimitAll, and Software Travel 
Limits instead. Only used in special cases where the Limit Switches can 
not be wired in series or parallel. Or it is desired to have individual inputs 
for each switch.  Used in conjunction with OPTIONAL FirstAxisMinus(or 
Plus)LimitOK for the over-travel limit switch. opposite.  (The recommended
method is to use HomeAll and then Optional LimitAll see schematic 
S14954)

SecondAxisHomeLimitOk

ThirdAxisHomeLimitOk

FourthAxisHomeLimitOk

FirstAxisMinusLimitOK Special Case: Used for an individual limit Switch. Uses up inputs unnecessarily, Use LimitAll instead. Only used in special 
cases where the Limit Switches can not be wired in series or parallel. Or it 
is desired to have individual inputs for each switch.  Use Software Travel 
Limits instead.  

FirstAxisPlusLimitOK

SecondAxisMinusLimitOK



SecondAxisPlusLimitOK

ThirdAxisMinusLimitOK

ThirdAxisPlusLimitOK

FourthAxisMinusLimitOK

FourthAxisPlusLimitOK

DriveOK An input coming from the Servo Drive to let Acorn know
that there are no faults from the Drives

BackGear An input from a switch. that indicates the position of the
“back gear” on a milling machine head.

LubeOK An input from a Lube pump low lube indicator

SpindleOk An input coming from the Spindle VFD to let Acorn 
know that there are no faults from the VFD.

SpindleLowRange An input from a switch. or the VCP button with same 
name that indicates the position of the spindle gear 
Range.

M41 select Low Range

SpindleMedRange M42 select Med Range

SpindleHighRange M43 select High Range

ChuckIsOpen An input from a switch. that indicates the position of the
chuck

ChuckIsClosed An input from a switch. that indicates the position of the
chuck

SpindlesOriented An input from a VFD orient card which indicates that 
the spindle is oriented. Typically used for ATC’s

ToolIsUnclamped Input used with a sensor to verify that the tool is 
actually unclamped, typically used with ATC spindles.

Is treated same way as DrawBarReleased logic 
wise. ToolisUnclamped and DrawbarReleased 
are not selectable at same time.



Output Wizard Name Description / Purpose Related M codes 
or macros

Notes:

UnclampTool Output that activates to release a tool from an ATC 
spindle. Typically used to control a Air solenoid. 
Typically output is Active for release. Not active for tool 
clamped.

M15/M16

TailStockInOut Output that is typically used to activate air solenoid to 
move a Lathe TailStock In or Out.
SPDT relay can be wired either way. 

M32, M33 M32 Turns on TailstockInOut, will stay on unless 
m33 is issued, even through resets and Faults

VfdEnable Output used to enable a VFD. Lets VFD know that it is 
good to go.

M3/M4/M5 Used in conjunction with VfdDirection.
see schematic #S15009 for wiring example.

VfdResetOut Output used to reset a VFD after a fault. Output is Active (Green) with Physical Estop 
depressed (Estop condition from the actual Estop
button input).
Output is inactive (RED) when Estop is released. 

VfdDirection Output to activate when motor direction is commanded 
to reverse. For support of SPDT VFD to Relay 
connections just like Allin1DC and Oak. See chuck for 
more info.  

M3/M4/M5 VCP spindle CW/CCW buttons.

DustFootActivate Output to control (on/off) dust foot Requires Macro, M94/28. (Note: Example use 
contained  in M57 & M58)

LaserAlignActivate
Output to control (on/off) cross hair material alignment 
laser marking

Requires Macro, M94/29. (Note: Example use 
contained in M57 & M58)

AirBlowActivate
Output to control (on/off) air blow solenoid M15 Activates with UnclampTool

RouterDustCollection
Output to control (on/off) Dust Collection motor thru 
relay or contactor

M8 Works exactly like Flood, uses M8/M9 and uses 
same button on the VCP as Flood. Cant assign 
Flood and Dustcollection at same time.

RouterVacuumHoldDown
Output to control (on/off) material Vacuum hold down 
typically air solenoid

M7 Works exactly like Mist, uses M7/M9 and uses 
same button on the VCP as Flood. Cant assign 
Mist and Dustcollection at same time.

PopUpPins
Output to control (on/off) material alignment pins 
typically air solenoid. 

Requires Macro, M94 (Note: Example use in 
M55 & M56)

SpindleCooling
Output to control (on/off) spindle cooling, typically a fan Requires Macro, M94 (Note: Example use in 



or water pump M55 & M56)

SpinFWD
Used to command a VFD or relay M3, M5

SpinREV
Used to command a VFD or relay M4, M5

NoFaultOut
Output that is primarily used to control an Estop 
contactor

Output is active when there are No Faults with 
the CNC System.  Output is inactive during an 
estop condition. (an Estop condition can be 
triggered by many things) 

DriveResetOut
Output that is primarily used to reset a servo or stepper
drive after a drive fault condition.

Output is Active (Green) with Physical Estop 
depressed (Estop condition from the actual Estop
button input).
Output is inactive (RED) when Estop is released. 
Requires a physical estop button to work, the 
Reset button on the VCP is not an Estop. 

LubePump
Output used to turn on and off a lube pump. See Centroid Operator manual chapter 15  for 

info on Parameter #179  to change the way this 
output functions to match the type of lube pump 
being used. 

SpindleBrakeRelease
Output used to energize a brake release, energizes 
when spindle is commanded to spin

Parameter #990  sets the delay timer in milliseconds. Default is 250 
milliseconds (a quarter of a second)

Flood
Used to control a VFD or relay for a flood pump M8 Flood ON, M9 Flood

Off

TurnClampOn
Output to control (on/off) material hold down clamps,  
typically an air solenoid or a Spindle Clamp

M10 Clamp ON,M11 
Clamp Off

Can Also be used for a Spindle Clamp on/off or 
any other general clamp use.

WorkLight
Simple output used to turn on a worklight, works in 
conjuction with the Worklight VCP button. 

Worklight defaults to ON when control is powered up, use the VCP 
worklight button to turn the work light ON and OFF. 

G540SpinRevOff
Used with GeckoDrive G540 in Legacy mode, not 
recommend. Use G540 in “Drive Only” mode. See 
schematic # 14979 for recommend G540 hookup

G540SpinFwdOff

Mist
Used to control a solenoid or relay for a mister M7 Mist ON, M9 Mist 

Off

MillVacuumOn
An output typically used for Vacuum Hold down 
ON/OFF 

M33 activates output to start Vacuum. M34 turns vacuum off.

MillDustCollectionOn
An output typically used for Dust Collector control. M35 activates output to start Dust Collector.  M36 turns Dust Collector Off.

OpenChuck
Used to control a solenoid or relay to open a chuck on 
a Lathe

M10 Parameter 992 is timer (ms) for Turnoff or Fault if 
ChuckIsOpen Input is selected. M10 Turns on 



OpenChuck, Turns off when timer or Input is 
seen. M10 Turns off M11
 

CloseChuck
Used to control a solenoid or relay to close a chuck on 
a Lathe. 

M11 Parameter 992 is timer (ms) for Turnoff or Fault if 
ChuckIsClose Input is selected. M11 Turns on 
CloseChuck, Turns off when timer or Input is 
seen, M11 Turns off M10

Output1
General Purpose output, can only be assigned to 
Output number with same number. 

M61 activates Output1
M81 deactivates 
Output1

User editable M codes so it is easy to modify for 
any kind of use. M89 will turn off those outputs all
at once

Output2
M62 activates Output2
M82 deactivates 
Output2

Output3
M63 activates Output3
M83 deactivates 
Output3

Output4
M64 activates Output4
M84 deactivates 
Output4

Output5
M65 activates Output5
M85 deactivates 
Output5

Output6
M66 activates Output6
M86 deactivates 
Output6

Output7
M67 activates Output7
M87 deactivates 
Output7

Output8
M68 activates Output8
M88 deactivates 
Output8

CutOff
Used to control a solenoid or relay to activate a Cutoff 
tool on a Lathe

Parameter 995 is timer (ms) for Turnoff or Fault if Cutoffisdown Input is 
selected, M13 Turns on Cutoff, Waits for input or timer, turns off Cutoff, 
M14 is optional turnoff

PartChute
Used to control a solenoid or relay to activate a part 
chute on a Lathe

Parameter 994 is timer (ms) for Turnoff or Fault if PartChuteIsIn Input is 
selected, M22 Turns on Partchute, Waits for input or timer, turns off 



Partchute, M23 is optional turnoff

Axis1BrakeRelease
Individual Output used to control an individual Axis 
Brake. Brakes are typically an electromechanical brake.
Activates with Estop condition, deactivates with axis 
motor movement. Can be used with external brakes or 
‘brake motors’

When Axis is Powered, Brake is Released 
(Green). Estop/Fault applies brake (Red), M93 
Releases power  (brake ON Red)

Axis2BrakeRelease
When Axis is Powered, Brake is Released 
(Green). Estop/Fault applies brake (Red), M93 
Releases power so brakes (Red)

Axis3BrakeRelease
When Axis is Powered, Brake is Released 
(Green). Estop/Fault applies brake (Red), M93 
Releases power so brakes (Red)

Axis4BrakeRelease
When Axis is Powered, Brake is Released 
(Green). Estop/Fault applies brake (Red), M93 
Releases power so brakes (Red)

UnclampTool
Output used to release the tool drawbar to unclamp the
tool. 

M15 unclamps tool
M16 reclamps tool

Also Activated by ToolUnclampButton Input

OrientSpindle
Used to send output signal to orient card to go ahead 
and orient the spindle

M19 turn on spindle orient output and wait for “SpindlesOriented” input to 
activate.  , M20 turn off spindle orient output.

SafetyDoorLockOpen
Used to energize a lock solenoid to allow the safety 
door to be opened.

Energized when not running a job, If P985 = 1, will unlock door if feedhold 
and spindle is not on, If p985 = 2 only unlocks if no job in progress. 

GreenLight
Output for use with a LightStack lights.
Parameter 890 toggles the lights from being solid to 
flashing when activated.
P890=1  Solid when activated
P890=0 Blinking when activated

GreenLight is on when Job in progress and no faults.

AmberLight
AmberLight is on when no job in progress and no faults (Machine in idle)

RedLight
RedLight is on when machine is in fault condition

M94M955111
General purpose outputs, for use by power users that 
wish to activate any output within a custom Mcode 
using the M94 (output ON) and M95 (Output Off) 
commands.  

For example: Set M94M955111 to an ouput using the 

M94/111 turns on the output that “M94955111” is assigned to. M95/111 turn
off the output  that “M94955111” is assigned to. 

M94M955112
M94/112 turns on the output that “M94955112” is assigned to. M95/112 
turn off the output  that “M94955112” is assigned to. 

M94M955113
Etc..



Acorn Wizard. For this example lets set it to output 8.  
Then to turn on output 8 use the M94 (output ON) m 
code in a custom macro like this.

M94/111   ; this will turn on output 8
G4 P2       ; wait 2 seconds
M95/111    ; this will turn off output 8

Example two: set M94M955120 to output 36 on the 
Ether1616 output menu using the Acorn Wizard.  This 
is one way to use it in a custom macro. 

M94/120   ; this will turn on output 36
G4 P2       ; wait 2 seconds
M95/120    ; this will turn off output 36

M94M955114

M94M955115

M94M955116

M94M955117

M94M955118

M94M955119

M94M955120

M94M955121

M94M955122

M94M955123

M94M955124

M94M955125

M94M955126

Acorn Stock M-codes: Please Refer to the CNC12 Mill and Lathe Operator manuals for more details on individual M codes

M3
Spindle CW

M4
Spindle CCW

M5
Spindle OFF

M6
Tool Change, if no custom mfuncm6.mac exists then the CNC12 default M6 is used.

M7
Mist, Refer to the CNC12 Mill and Lathe Operator manuals for more details on this M code

M8
Flood, Refer to the CNC12 Mill and Lathe Operator manuals for more details on this M code



M9
Mist and Flood OFF, Refer to the CNC12 Mill and Lathe Operator manuals for more details on this M code

M10
; Mill: SET ClampOn
; Lathe: SET ChuckOpen, RST ChuckClose

M11
; Mill: RST ClampOn
; Lathe: RST ChuckOpen, SET ChuckClose

M13
Cutoff Tool ON

M14
Cutoff Tool OFF

M15
Tool unclamp macro

M16
Tool clamp macro

M19
Spindle Orientation Macro

M20
Turn Spindle Orientation Off Macro

M22
PartchuteIn macro

M23
Turn off PartchuteIn macro

M27
VacuumOn macro

M28
Turn off VacuumOn macro

M32
Turn on TailStockInOut

M33
Turn off TailStockin, Turn on TailStockOut

M34
Unused Macro and Available for customization

M35
DustCollection On 

M36
Turn off DustCollection   

M37 
Unused Macro and Available for customization

M38 
Turn off Custom macro 37

M41
Selects Low Range Spindle



M42
Selects Med Range Spindle

M43
Selects High Range Spindle

M48
Aux 1 macro

M49
Aux 2 macro. Sets specified axis to 0 part 0 VCP Aux 2 Button

M50
Aux 3 macro. Sets all axes to part 0 VCP Aux 3 Button

M51
Unused macro and Available for customization

M52
Unused macro and Available for customization

M53
Unused macro and Available for customization

M54
Unused macro and Available for customization

M55 (mfunc55.mac)
User Customizable Macro, pre mapped to VCP Aux 8, press Aux 8 for instructions on how to edit and customize,The macro 
contains examples of customizations in the macro itself, open it to see them.

M56
User Customizable Macro, pre mapped to VCP Aux 9, press Aux 9 for instructions on how to edit and customize,The macro 
contains examples of customizations in the macro itself, open it to see them.

M57
User Customizable Macro, pre mapped to VCP Aux 10, press Aux 10 for instructions on how to edit and customize,The macro 
contains examples of customizations in the macro itself, open it to see them.

M58
User Customizable Macro, pre mapped to VCP Aux 11, press Aux 11 for instructions on how to edit and customize,The macro 
contains examples of customizations in the macro itself, open it to see them.

M59
Reset Home Position, pre mapped to VCP Aux 12 “Reset Home” , runs macro to reset home without have to reboot the machine 
tool.

M61
Use Acorn Wizard i/o map to set Acorn Output 1 = to "OUTPUT1" then this macro (M61) will turn on that output

M62
Use Acorn Wizard i/o map to set Acorn Output 2 = to "OUTPUT2" then this macro (M62) will turn on that output

M63
Use Acorn Wizard i/o map to set Acorn Output 3 = to "OUTPUT3" then this macro (M63) will turn on that output

M64
Use Acorn Wizard i/o map to set Acorn Output 4 = to "OUTPUT4" then this macro (M64) will turn on that output

M65
Use Acorn Wizard i/o map to set Acorn Output 5 = to "OUTPUT5" then this macro (M65) will turn on that output

M66
Use Acorn Wizard i/o map to set Acorn Output 6 = to "OUTPUT6" then this macro (M66) will turn on that output



M67
Use Acorn Wizard i/o map to set Acorn Output 7 = to "OUTPUT7" then this macro (M67) will turn on that output

M68
Use Acorn Wizard i/o map to set Acorn Output 8 = to "OUTPUT8" then this macro (M68) will turn on that output

M69
Move all axes to machine Zero

M70
Sets an axis to zero

M71
Axes Home Tripped Check (Used in Paired Axes Auto Squaring)

M72
3rd Axis Homing (Used in Paired Axes Auto Squaring)

M73
Independent Axis Homing (Used in Paired Axes Auto Squaring)

M74
Paired Axes Auto Home/Squaring (Used in Paired Axes Auto Squaring)

M75
Pair Axes (Used in Paired Axes Auto Squaring)

M81
Use Acorn Wizard i/o map to set Acorn Output 1 = to "OUTPUT1" then this macro (M61) will turn OFF that output

M82
Use Acorn Wizard i/o map to set Acorn Output 2 = to "OUTPUT2" then this macro (M62) will turn OFF that output

M83
Use Acorn Wizard i/o map to set Acorn Output 3 = to "OUTPUT3" then this macro (M63) will turn OFF that output

M84
Use Acorn Wizard i/o map to set Acorn Output 4 = to "OUTPUT4" then this macro (M64) will turn OFF that output

M85
Use Acorn Wizard i/o map to set Acorn Output 5 = to "OUTPUT5" then this macro (M65) will turn OFF that output

M86
Use Acorn Wizard i/o map to set Acorn Output 6 = to "OUTPUT6" then this macro (M66) will turn OFF that output

M87
Use Acorn Wizard i/o map to set Acorn Output 7 = to "OUTPUT7" then this macro (M67) will turn OFF that output

M88
Use Acorn Wizard i/o map to set Acorn Output 8 = to "OUTPUT8" then this macro (M68) will turn OFF that output

Park.mac
User editable machine tool parking macro that is used when shutting down the 
machine for the day.  Allows user to override the default park behavior with any 
customization necessary.  With Acorn Typically park is used to return the 
machine tool to the home position when using “Simple Home” (M26) or very 
close to the home position so homing out the next morning is fast and easy. 

Editable from the Acorn Wizard or in the ‘system’ 
folder. The macro contains examples of typical 
park sernatoris in the macro itself, open it to see 
them.

Plcmacro1.mac
Macros used in conjunction with the corresponding Macro 1, Macro 2, Macro 3, 
Macro 4 buttons on the Wireless MPG. 
Editable/Customizable from the Acorn Wizard or from the ‘system’ folder with 

Macro 1 button on the MPG

Plcmacro2.mac
Macro 2 button on the MPG



Notepad++
Plcmacro3.mac

Macro 3 button on the MPG

Plcmacro4.mac
Macro 4 button on the MPG

cncm.hom
Mill and Router Machine tool homing program located in \cncm directory, Acorn Wizard will auto generate based on settings

cnct.hom
Lathe Machine tool homing program located in \cnct directory, Acorn Wizard will auto generate based on settings

Notes:

“RouterDustCollection (M8)” can not be used with “Flood (M8)” at the same time.
MillDustCollectionOn (M35) CAN be used with “Flood (M8)” at the same time.

“RouterVacuumHoldDown (M7)” can not be used with “Mist (M7)” at the same time.
MillVacuumOn (M33) CAN be used with “Mist (M7)” at the same time.

VfdDirection (M3/M4) can not be used in conjunction with SpinFWD (M3), SpinREV (M4), G540SpinRevOff, G540SpinFwdOff outputs, see schematics for proper 
hookups and use

Refer to the CNC12 Mill and Lathe Operator manuals for more details and example of M codes
https://www.centroidcnc.com/centroid_diy/centroid_manuals.html 

https://www.centroidcnc.com/centroid_diy/centroid_manuals.html


Acorn CNC12 Machine Configuration parameters:  rev7 5-6-20

Acorn specific CNC12 parameters have been created to mostly facilitate Acorn Wizard functionality and introduce new 
features and options to Acorn above and beyond the “stock” CNC12 parameters.  Below is a list of Acorn CNC12 specific 
parameters most are not covered in the v4.14 CNC12 Mill and Lathe operator manuals. Keep in mind this is not an 
exclusive list, there are many “stock” Mill and Lathe CNC12 parameters that are documented in the v4.14 operators 
manua ls that also apply to Acorn so be sure to check them out ( Mill Operator Manual Chapter 15.3 and Lathe Operator 
Manual Chapter 12.3 )  for the complete list of stock CNC12 parameters.  Keep in mind most Acorn users will not be 
changing these values manually unless they are configuring an ATC as the v4.20 Wizard will automatically set most of 
these parameters based on the selection made in the Acorn Wizard.  

CNC12 
Parameter 
Number Parameter Notes

P150
Run Time Graphics (RTG) ON, with CNC12 start up. Set by Acorn Wizard, also has other funtionality 
choices not set by Acorn Wizard.

P153 Disable/Enable Probe Protection when using VCP jogging or keyboard jogging. Default is ON =1

P160 Enhanced ATC Default 0: 0 = Off, 1 = Nonrandom, 2 = Random

P161
Max # of Tool Bins.  Default 0.  See ATC documentation for more information. 
https://centroidcncforum.com/viewtopic.php?f=63&t=1340

P218 USB MPG.  if non-zero value, start UsbMpg Pipe client with CNC12

P219 VCP options.  if non-zero value, start VCP with CNC12

P302

Used by Acorn to check the last state of RTG. So, for example if P150 is set to RTG ON, but user turns off 
RTG in the RUN menu of CNC12 P320 keeps track of that so next time CNC12 starts it returns to the user 
selected state.

P400 Allow cycle start in run menu. 0= disabled (disallow), 1= enabled (allow)

P401
Forget last loaded job on cnc12 startup.  0= disabled (remember last g code program ran), 1= enabled 
(forget last g code program ran), set by Acorn Wizard

P403 Disable keyboard jogging legend. 0= Display legend, 1= hide legend 

P404
TT-1 probe automeasure memory bit used by CNC12 to allow both the TT and probe to be used at the 
same time.

P405  Tool Touch Off Type. 0=Mechanical, 1= Conductive, 2= TT-1, 3= TT-2. Set by Acorn Wizard

P406 Probe State When Tripped. 0 = Closed, 1 = Open, Set by Acorn Wizard

P407 Tool Touch Off State When Tripped. 0 = Closed, 1 = Open, Set by Acorn Wizard

P409 Probe Type. 0=mechanical, 1= conductive, 2= DP4, Set by Acorn Wizard

P410
Display Probing reminder message to plug in the probe and make sure it is working before each probing 
cycle.  0= disabled, 1= enabled. 

P411  Wireless MPG model type selection.  0= CWP-4, 1= WMPG-4

P412 Spindle Back Gear Mode, 0= Disabled, 1= Enabled

P413  Park Button Override (Uses park.mac)  0= disabled, 1= Enabled. Setup by Wizard. 

P414
Home File Type. 0= Default, 1= Custom, 2= Paired Axes Auto Squaring, 3= Custom Paired Axes Auto 
Squaring. 

P415
Ether1616 Configuration Bits, Set by Acorn Wizard. Default 0: +1 A0, +2 A1, +4 A2, +8 A3, +16 A4, Set by 
Acorn Wizard

P416
Used by wizard to set the Spindle Inhibit mode for probe and Tooltouch.
0=No Spindle Inhibit, 1=Probe and TT inhibits spindle, 2 = Tooltouch only inhibits, 3 = Probe only inhibits.

P500 Acorn Axis Pairing Mode, Set by Acorn Wizard. Set by Acorn Wizard

P501 Acorn Axes Squaring Auto or Manual. Set by Acorn Wizard

P502 Acorn Axes Squaring Distance, Set by Acorn Wizard

P503 Acorn Axes Squaring, Set by Acorn Wizard

P504 Acorn Axes Squaring Deadband, Set by Acorn Wizard

P505 Acorn Axes Squaring Salve Input, Set by Acorn Wizard

P506 Acorn Axes Squaring Master Input, Set by Acorn Wizard

P507 Acorn Axes Squaring Slave Axis, Set by Acorn Wizard

P508 Acorn Axes Squaring Master Axis, Set by Acorn Wizard



P800 Acorn DB25 Map Enable, Set by Acorn Wizard

P801-804 Acorn Step 1-4. DB25 Pin Mapping, Set by Acorn Wizard

P805-808 Acorn Dir 1-4. DB25 Pin Mapping, Set by Acorn Wizard

P809-812 Acorn PLC 1-4DB25 Pin Mapping, Set by Acorn Wizard

P813 Acorn DB25 Header Selection, Set by Acorn Wizard

P820
Machine Type ***Currently Not Used***Mill = 0, Lathe = 1, Router = 2, Plasma = 3, Waterjet = 4, (future) 
etc…

P821 Slaved Home Pair, Set by Acorn Wizard

P822 Home All Input, Set by Acorn Wizard. Limit used for HomeAll Function.

P823 ZRI Input ***Currently Not Used*** Defines the limit used for all ZRI signals.

P824 Limit All Input set by Acorn Wizard. Limit used for all limit switches wired to same input. 

P826-829: 
Tool Turret Position Bit 1-4, refer to Tool Turret setup documentation. refer to Tool Turret setup 
documentation here.  https://centroidcncforum.com/viewtopic.php?f=63&t=1340

P830

: ATC Type ***Currently not used, will be needed when ATC types are combined into 1 unified PLC***.  0 = 
none. 1 = incremental, 2 = incremental w/sync,  4 = absolute 3bit,  8 = absolute 4bit, 16 = switched reverse, 
32 = self reversing

P831-846
Tool Turret Position 1-16, refer to Tool Turret setup documentation. 
https://centroidcncforum.com/viewtopic.php?f=63&t=1340

P848 Turret Reverse Timer, Default = 1500, refer to Tool Turret setup documentation. 

P849 Tool Change Time Out Timer Default =10, refer to Tool Turret setup documentation. 

P850 Time Delay to Start Counting, refer to Tool Turret setup documentation. 

P851 ATC Time Before Reversing, refer to Tool Turret setup documentation. 

P855 MPG Performance Mode. Set by Acorn Wizard in MPG menu

P856
Jogging Option at start up. Set by Acorn Wizard, in CNC control preference menu.  Bit wise. Choose 
Jogging preference on start up in Acorn Wizard.  

P857 : Z Following Options ***Currently Not Used***

P890

LightStack lights. Parameter 890 toggles the lights from being solid to flashing when activated.
P890=1  Solid when activated
P890=0 Blinking when activated

P941-946
Limit Inputs 1-6. used by PLC program to determine which inputs to invert when using the VCP Limit Defeat
Button.

P960
Divider for Charge Pump Freq. (hz)  ex. 1,2000000/ param960= charge pump freq.  Example: If param 960 
= 96 charge pump freq is 12,500 hz

P962
USB Jogging Control.  0= PC Keyboard Jogging with Legend, =1 Disable PC keyboard Legend and use X 
keys or other USB jogging device, 2= use Contour Shuttle

P961
Set by Acorn Wizard, Step direction and enable inversion.  Bit wise parameter to set by Wizard in Advanced
tab to invert Step, Direction and Enable.

P964-967 Used by Acorn Paired and Axes Autosquaring. Set by Acorn Wizard

P968

 : Acorn Step and Direction Frequency in (Hz).  Allowed Values: 0 = 200000 Hz, 1 = 1200000 Hz,  2 = 
600000 Hz, 3 = 400000 Hz, 4 = 300000 Hz 5 = 240000 Hz, 6 = 200000 Hz, 12 =  100000 Hz, ; 30 = 40000 
Hz, 60 =  20000 Hz, 100 = 12000 Hz

P975
Time Between Tool Positions. This is for the Time-based-Lathe turrets. The time it takes to go from tool to 
tool. only used for basic Time Based Tool Changer Turrets.

P985
Door Safety Interlock Mode selection.  0=Disabled, 1= Slowjog while door open, =2 system stop while door 
open

P990

 Spindle Brake Timer (ms). Default is 250ms, Spindle Brake delay in milliseconds us used to delay the 
spindle brake to avoid vfd faults.  Acceptable parameter value range is 1-3000, A value of 0 defaults the 
delay time to 250 ms, typical values are 150 to 500 ms. 

P991 Axis motor Drive Fault Timer (ms)Set by Acorn Wizard

P992 Chuck Timer (ms). Used to Turn off Outputs if no inputs selected or used as a fault out timer

P994
Partchute Timer (ms) / Spindle Lock Timer (ms) ***Not Implemented Fully***. Used to turn off outputs if no 
inputs selected or used as a fault out timer

P995 Cut Off Timer (ms) . Used to Turn off Outputs if no inputs selected or used as a fault out timer


